Serial sectioning and electron backscatter diffraction were used to image the three-dimensional microstructures of Mg alloy AZ31B deformed in tension and compression along sample directions that promote twinning. These measurements were used to statistically determine the habit planes of twin boundaries within the samples. For the sample deformed in tension, the boundary population is dominated by the so-called extension twin (lattice disorientation of 86°about [2110] with symmetric (0112) boundary planes) and boundaries formed by the intersection of these defects (lattice disorientation of 60°about [0110] with {1121} and {0111} boundary planes). The sample deformed in compression, however, was different. Fewer twin variants were activated and this led to many fewer intersections and intervariant boundaries. Furthermore, while the dominant boundary also had the lattice disorientation of 86°about [2110], consistent with an extension twin, the dominant habit planes have the asymmetric (0111) and (0113) orientations. The difference in the habit planes was attributed to the presence or absence of twin intersections. When many twins intersect, the twins form plate-shaped grains, bounded by two parallel (0112) interfaces. Without these intersections, the twins are wedge-shaped, with the bounding (0111) and (0113) interfaces meeting at a sharp edge.
Introduction
Twinning plays an important role in both the plastic deformation and ultimate mechanical failure of Mg and its alloys [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The primary twins in Mg form on pyramidal planes, with the {1011}, {1012}, and {1013} planes being the most commonly cited. When twinning occurs on the (1011) plane, the shear is in the [1012] direction. This deformation leads to a contraction along the c-axis and it is therefore referred to as the contraction twin. When twinning occurs on the (1012) plane, the shear is in the [1011] direction [8] . Because this deformation leads to an extension along the c-axis, it is referred to as an extension twin. According to Koike [9] , the {1012} twin is active at a small fraction of the stress needed to activate the {1011} twin. The {1012} extension twin is also found in samples that have been compressed. Compression perpendicular to the c-axis elongates the crystal along the c-axis and this deformation is accommodated by extension twins. Compression along the c-axis may also activate extension twins in response to anomalous stress states created by the deformation of neighboring grains [10] . Note that throughout this manuscript, the designation "twin" will refer to a deformation twin rather than an annealing twin.
Other twin related boundaries arise from double twinning or from boundaries between twin variants. Double twinning results when a crystal twins first on one of the pyramidal planes, say {1011} or {1013}, and then twins again on a {1012} plane. The material formed by the second twin has a new orientation relationship with the parent grain. Boundaries between twin variants form when separate twins, on different {1012} variants, form within the same parent grain. If the variants grow and meet to form a new interface, an intervariant boundary is formed. For example, when twins on (1012) and (0112) planes within a single grain meet, a new boundary with a 60°rotation about an axis that is 3.7°from ⟨ ⟩ 1010 is formed [10, 11] . The statistics of twin distributions in deformed Mg have been reported previously [10] [11] [12] [13] . Interestingly, it has recently been pointed out by Sun et al. [14] that the number of allowed twinning modes greatly exceeds the number of modes that have been reported in the literature. These authors speculated that the focus of research on the well-known twin types may be a result of selection bias. In the present work, we analyze all twins within the measured volume to identify the habit planes.
The classical method for designating different twinning modes was originally described by Bilby and Crocker [15] [16] [17] . An alternate method of describing the twins (and any other boundaries) in Mg is to specify five parameters describing the boundary geometry. Usually, three parameters describe the lattice disorientation and two parameters describe the boundary plane orientation [18] . For example, the common {1012} extension twin in Mg can be described as an 86°rotation around the [1210] axis, with a (1012) grain boundary plane and is written as 86°/ [1210]|(1012). Note that the crystallographic orientation of the second grain boundary plane is fixed by these parameters; in this particular case the boundary plane orientation is the same in both crystals, meaning that it is a symmetric boundary. This method for describing boundaries has the advantage of being directly related to observable quantities that result from modern electron backscatter diffraction experiments, and in general we will adopt this description throughout this paper. While the Bilby-Crocker [15] method has the advantage that the description includes the shear component of the deformation, the shear component of a twin cannot be evaluated by diffraction alone.
The three dimensional shapes of twins in Mg have not been investigated in detail. In the vast majority of studies, the twins have been imaged in plane sections [3, 4, [10] [11] [12] [13] 19, 20] or electron transparent thin foils [5, [21] [22] [23] [24] . In such cases, it is typical that the lattice misorientation is used to assign the twin mode. Even when the orientation of the boundary's intersection with the section plane is measured, considerable uncertainty remains because the orientation of the boundary about that line of intersection is unknown (it may be anywhere within the zone of the line). To be certain of the orientation of a boundary within a microstructure, it is necessary to have orientation data in all three spatial dimensions. To date, there are only two studies that have reported 3D data for the structure of twins in Mg [25, 26] . Neither of these studies reported on the distribution of interface planes or identified the habit planes of the twins.
The purpose of this paper is to report the three-dimensional structure of twins in Mg alloy AZ31B derived from a statistical analysis of the crystallographic orientations of the twin boundary habit planes. The work uses three-dimensional electron backscatter diffraction (3D-EBSD), which has become feasible with the implementation of dualbeam FIB-SEMs. These instruments are scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) equipped with a focused ion beam (FIB). The FIB-SEM makes it possible to record planar orientation maps on serial sections of the sample [27, 28] . From a 3D-EBSD measurement, it is possible to determine both the lattice misorientation across the boundary and the orientations of the boundary planes. The orientation of the boundary plane is important because it influences both the properties of the boundary [29] and the macroscopic properties of the polycrystal [30] . Two low strain deformed samples are compared: one strained in tension and one strained in compression. The dominant planar defect in both samples is the extension twin with a 86°/[1210] misorientation. The measurements show that the interface planes in the tension and compression samples are not the same and this is likely because of the many twin intersections in the tension sample and the lack of such intersections in the compression sample.
Experimental
Magnesium AZ31B plates, 2″ thick, were received in the H24 condition from Magnesium Elektron. The plates measured approximately 12″ × 12″ in the rolling and transverse directions. The plates were subsequently annealed at 350°C for 1 h to remove effects of prior straining. X-Ray diffraction measurements indicate that the material displayed conventional magnesium rolling texture where the basal planes are preferentially aligned with the plate normal direction. The specimens were extracted from a rolled plate; one was strained to 6% elongation in the plate normal direction and other was strained to 6% compression in the plate rolling direction, similar to previous work that studied effects of loading on twin morphology evolution [6] .
The 3D-EBSD measurements were accomplished by serial sectioning using a FEI Helios™ PFIB DualBeam™ equipped with an Oxford Instruments NordlysMax 3 EBSD camera. Each measured volume was a part of an approximately 10 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm sample. In each sample, the surface that was parallel to the measured slices was prepared by mechanical polishing down to 0.05 μm colloidal silica prior to mounting the sample to the microscope. Before collecting the 3D EBSD data, the specimens were cleaned by removing about 2 μm from all their surfaces using the PFIB. The serial sectioning was accomplished with a 30 kV, 59 nA Xe plasma beam. For collecting the EBSD maps, the SEM was operated with a 20 kV, 9 nA electron beam. The binning on the EBSD camera chip was set to 4 × 4 and the acquisition speed was about 4 Hz. The indexing rate remained above 90% and the mean MAD (mean angular deviation, a parameter used by the Aztec software to quantify the reliability of the measured crystal orientation) was 0.6°. A lower MAD means a higher confidence in the determined crystal orientation.
For the sample that had been loaded in tension, 116 parallel layers, each 100 μm by 50 μm and separated by 0.4 μm, were recorded. Within each plane, orientations were recorded every 0.4 μm on a square grid so that the size of a cube shaped voxel is 0.4 μm × 0.4 μm × 0.4 μm. The total measured volume is 100 μm × 50 μm × 46.4 μm = 232,000 μm 3 . For the sample that had been loaded in compression, 198 parallel layers, each 125.2 μm by 27.2 μm and separated by 0.4 μm, were recorded. Using the same grid as for the tension sample, the data is also comprised of 0.4 μm × 0.4 μm × 0.4 μm cube shaped voxels. The total measured volume is 125.2 μm × 27.2 μm × 79.2 μm = 270,000 μm 3 .
The stack of two-dimensional parallel layers was reconstructed into a 3D volume using DREAM.3D [31] . The sequence of steps used (referred to as a pipeline) was similar to the software's default pipeline available for reconstruction, clean-up, and the calculation of the grain boundary distributions. First, the two-dimensional orientation maps were aligned by maximizing the overlap of pixels of similar orientations, belonging to adjacent layers and differing by no > 5°. The orientation data were cleaned by iteratively assigning each voxel with undetermined orientations to the orientation of the most reliable neighbor. Clusters of 16 or more voxels with orientations that differ by no > 5°were segmented into grains and all voxels within each grain were assigned the average orientation. The choice of a minimum grain size of 16 voxels is found to balance the desire for high spatial resolution with the ability of the grain boundary meshing algorithm to produced smoothly curved grain boundaries. A minimum disorientation of 5°was selected because, based on the disorientation distribution, very few real boundaries are expected to have disorientations < 5°yet this threshold still eliminates artificial boundaries that might arise from uncertainty in the orientation measurement. The cropped, cleaned-up volumes are illustrated in Fig. 1 , where the grains are colored by their orientation with respect to the milling direction.
A triangular mesh was created to represent the internal boundaries and then smoothed to remove the stepped structure associated with the voxels. For the sample deformed in tension, there were > 1.5 × 10 6 triangles in the mesh and for the sample deformed in compression there were > 7.7 × 10 5 triangles. For each triangle, the orientation of the normal in the sample reference frame is known, the area is known, and the orientations of the crystals on either side are known. From these data, it is possible to compute the distribution of the boundary area over the five crystallographic parameters [18] . To determine the distribution of boundary planes at fixed misorientations we used the kernel density method [32] , with a 5°limit for misorientations and a 7°l imit for the grain boundary plane orientations. For the disorientation distributions and axis-angle distributions, the domain of parameters is discretized and each triangle is classified into a discrete bin to determine the distribution [33] [34] [35] . 
Interface distributions
The distribution of disorientation angles (minimum misorientation angles) for the sample deformed in (a) tension and (b) compression are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The distributions were calculated from all of the boundary triangles and discretized with a resolution of 1°. The red dashed line represents the distribution that would be expected if the boundaries were distributed randomly over the three disorientation parameters. Note also the break in the vertical axis. For the sample that was deformed in tension (a), the distribution significantly exceeds random in the range between 56°and 60°and between 83°and 90°. In fact, 80% of all the boundary area is within these two angular ranges. For the sample deformed in compression, the distribution also significantly exceeds random in the range between 83°and 90°; 51% of all boundary area is within this disorientation range. There are smaller maxima in the range between 10°and 35°, but these are the result of general boundaries, which can be seen in Fig. 3b . The absence of a peak in the vicinity of 60°for the compression sample is significant. As discussed later, this disorientation arises from twin intersections and the absence of a maximum at this disorientation indicates that twin intersections are less common in the compression sample. Fig. 3 shows the interfaces within the two samples, colored by disorientation angle. The limited number of colors, and their associated disorientations, are consistent with the distributions in Fig. 2 . For example, in the image in Fig. 3a , of the sample deformed in tension, many of the boundaries are colored from orange to red, representing boundaries with disorientations between 83°and 90°, or a grey to beige color, representing boundaries with disorientations between 45°and 60°. In the image in Fig. 3b , of the sample deformed in compression, many of the boundaries are colored from orange to red, representing boundaries with disorientations between 83°and 90°, or a shade of blue, corresponding to general boundaries with disorientations between 10°and 35°. The limited range of disorientation angles for the general grain boundaries results from the [0001] texture; the domain of unique rotations about [0001] is 0 to 30°. The blue colored boundaries create the peaks at low angles in the disorientation angle distribution shown in Fig. 2b . To provide a sense of scale, note that Fig. 3a & b are the same two volumes displayed in Fig. 1a and b , in approximately the same orientation.
To learn more about the crystallographic character of the most common boundaries in these samples, we can inspect the distribution of misorientation axes at the disorientation angles where is distribution maximizes. To determine the disorientation axis distributions, the boundaries were classified in discrete bins with a width of 7.5°in all three Euler angles. For the sample deformed in tension, the distributions centered at 57°and 90°are shown in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. We select 57°and 90°because these are the maxima in the disorientation distributions in the tensile sample. Note that the 'ideal' twin misorientations of 86.3°for the extension twin and 60°for the intervariant boundary between the (1012) and (0112) variants are, at this level of discretization, equivalent to 57°and 90°. When the axisangle distributions are plotted at the 'ideal' angles, they have the same shape with a smaller intensity. One reason for the spread in the range of angles is the deformation of the sample. The deformation creates some lattice curvature (note the different shades of color within the grains in Fig. 1 ) so that any disorientation between two grains is not likely to be the ideal value. For the sample deformed in compression, the axis distribution at 90°is shown in Fig. 4c The difference in the frequency of twin boundaries between the two samples can be understood in terms of the Schmid factor analysis on twin systems due to the loading direction with respect to the sample orientation [6] . For the sample compressed along the normal direction, assuming the [2110] direction is evenly distributed, only one twin variant pair has a Schmid factor approaching 0.5. Within a grain a single dominant twin is expected to grow and relax the stress on other twin systems before they can activate, thus preventing 57°/[1010] twin-twin boundaries from forming. However, when the sample is pulled in tension along the plate normal, six twin variants are highly stressed with Schmid factors approaching 0.5. Deformation within grains is expected to occur by multiple twins nucleating simultaneously and interacting to form a large number of intervariant 57°/[1010] boundaries. The twin morphology for these two cases has been observed elsewhere [6] , and is consistent with the simple Schmid factor analysis.
The boundary plane distributions at the three disorientations indicated by the maxima in Fig. 4 are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The distributions are plotted on stereographic projections using the method described by Glowinski [32] . Recall that the smoothly curved interfaces visualized in Fig. 3 are made up of many individual triangles; each of them is treated independently when computing the distributions in Figs. 2, 4 , and 5. The 90°/[2110] boundary in the sample deformed in tension is a symmetric boundary with the same plane (0112), on both sides of the boundary. Note that the distribution at the 'ideal' misorientation, 86°/[2110], has the same maxima, but the intensities are not equal. The two peaks are equal in the distribution of boundary orientations at 90°because the kernel overlaps with equal numbers of boundaries at the ideal 86.3°rotation and the indistinguishable 93.7°r otation. When the kernel is moved away from the symmetric position, it favors one representation and the peaks are unequal. For the 57°/ [1010] boundary, there are two main boundary types (here, the misorientation axis has been rotated by 4°from [1010] to the maximum of the axis-angle distribution). The first is a twist boundary on {1211} planes and the other is an asymmetric boundary whose nearest low index planes are (0111) and (1121). The 90°/[2110] boundary in the sample deformed by compression is distinct from the one in the sample deformed by tension. Instead of symmetric (0112) planes, there is a distribution of asymmetric tilt boundaries with maxima at the (0111)||(0113) configuration. Note that the distribution at the 'ideal' misorientation, 86°/[2110], has the same maxima, but the intensities are not equal. Because the interfaces are not completely flat and the meshing of a discrete voxelized microstructure always has some uncertainty, there is high intensity along much of the [2110] zone and, at the symmetric (0112) orientation, the intensity is approximately 80% of the nearby maxima at the (0111)||(0113) configuration.
To clearly show the difference in the distribution of habit planes for the two samples, Fig. 6 shows the relative grain boundary area along the zone of tilt boundaries for the 90°/[2110] boundary in the tension and compression samples. For these plots, the distribution is sampled every 3°. For the tension sample, the maximum is less than the sampling interval (3°) from the ideal (0112) orientation. The maxima in the distribution for the compression sample are also within 3°of the ideal (0111) and (0113) orientations. What this means is that the twins in the two samples have different shapes and very different interface structures.
Twin shapes
The shapes of the twins in the tension sample should be, on average, similar to a parallelepiped, so that it can be bounded by two parallel (0112) oriented boundaries. On the other hand, the twins in the compression sample should be, on average, wedge shaped with two nonparallel boundaries with the (0111) and (0113) orientations. Such shapes are easily found in the sample. For example, Fig. 7 shows two neighboring twins. The misorientation coloring in (a) is used to show the large faces have approximately 90°disorientations. The lateral boundaries are intervariant boundaries in the 45°to 60°range formed by the intersection with another twin. In (b), the same grains are colored by the interface orientation, with the dominant color corresponding to the (0112) orientation. This orientation is indicated on the legend by the arrow. The opposite sides of the same grains are shown at reduced scale in (c) to verify that the boundary orientations are similar.
The twins in the compression sample are different, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . The image in Fig. 8a , colored by disorientation, shows a large twin interface with three knife-edged protrusions labeled by arrows. The interface has the characteristic disorientation of the twin. When the exact same region is colored interface orientation (see Fig. 8b ), it is clear that the top and bottom surfaces of the knife-edge have different orientations. The top surface is oriented in the vicinity of (0113) and the bottom interface is oriented near (0111). These orientations are indicated on the legend by the two arrows. Note that the two interfaces form a wedge shape with two different interface orientations. These shapes are characteristic of the twins that are not intersecting other twins. This might be the origin of the different twin shapes in the tension and compression sample, a point we will elaborate on in the discussion section.
In addition to making it possible to identify the habit planes, the three-dimensional data also makes it possible to understand how the different twin boundaries interact. An example is illustrated in Fig. 9 . A small portion of the outer surface of the sample deformed in tension is shown in Fig. 9a and selected interfaces between some of these grains, colored by disorientation, are shown in Fig. 9b . Numerical labels from 1 to 7 are found in 9a and 9b to denote the same regions. This region is made up of crystals with four orientations: red (1 & 3), green (5 & 7) , blue (4 &6), and orange (2) . Because of the interpenetration of the twins, it is difficult to label one as the parent. However, we can see that the boundaries 4/3, 3/6, 5/2, and 2/7 are all colored to indicate they have a disorientation between 83°and 90°(the notation N/M denotes the boundary between grain N and M). Meanwhile the 2/3, 2/1, 5/1, and 7/1 boundaries are colored with disorientations in the 45°to 60°r ange. So, the two main types of boundaries are those between twins and those between different twin variants. These two types of interfaces make up the two types of boundaries discussed above. It is also possible to find examples of twins apparently passing through general grain boundaries. Some twins that are continuous across a boundary in the sample deformed in tension are illustrated in Fig. 10 . The blue interface in Fig. 10a is a general grain boundary and the red interfaces are twins. The twins are continuous in the grain below the blue general boundary. While the twins in that lower are, for clarity, not shown in Fig. 10a , they can be seen in Fig. 3a , were the position of the same general grain boundary is indicated by the black arrow. On the general grain boundary in Fig. 10a , there are beige colored areas, such as the one indicated by the white arrow. These are boundaries with the twin in the lower grain, where it has not penetrated the upper grain. In most cases, the twin in the lower grain is larger than in the upper grain, suggesting that the general boundary provides a resistance for the penetration of the twin [12, 36] . The shapes at the leading edges of the twins are also interesting. The twin in Fig. 10a denoted by the black arrow is shown in profile, colored by the interface orientation, in Fig. 10b . Note the semi-circular shape of the interface at the edge of the twin. This same shape can be found at the edge of one of the twins in Fig. 7 and is a common observation at the leading edges of the twins. While the origin of the semi-circular shape is not known, it is possible that the twin is advancing around a defect or precipitate where there is a resistance to the shear associated with twinning.
Discussion
For the sample deformed in tension, two boundary types dominate the population. The first is the well-known extension twin, a boundary with parameters that are ideally 86°/[1210]|(1012). For the sample deformed in tension, there is also a high population of boundaries with disorientations in the range of 56°to 60°. While this angular range is reasonably close to the expected disorientations for the {1011} and {1013} compression twins at 56°and 64°, respectively, the axis of disorientation, [1010], is not consistent with this twinning mode. Instead, this population of boundaries arises from the intersections of different twin variants. This is verified by Fig. 9 . It is interesting to note that the boundary planes separating twin variants are non-random, favoring low index planes.
Yu et al. [23] referred to the intersection of two twins as twin-twin boundaries (TTB). Using their terminology, they defined the type I TTBs as forming between twins that share a < 1120 > zone axis. They concluded that type I TTBs should be low disorientation angle tilt boundaries with a basal or prismatic orientation. They also defined type II TTBs as having a different zone axis and a high index crystallographic plane orientation that might relax to a lower energy orientation. Based on these definitions, and the observed boundary character, we find only type II TTBs. The low indices of the boundary orientations, and the prevalence of the (1211) twist boundaries, suggest that they have relaxed away from the high index orientations predicted from the earlier two-dimensional observations [23] . When discussing the boundary plane orientations, it is important to note that they are not strictly planar. This is clear in the images (for example, Fig. 1 ) because the twin boundaries do not intersect the surface in straight parallel lines. Some of the non-planarity certainly results from the discretization of the measurement, but a large component is simply the non-ideal shape of the twins. Thus, when we say the symmetric twins in the tension sample are 86°/[1210]|(1012), it means the distribution of grain boundary planes reaches a maximum at this orientation (see Fig. 6 ), but there is a range of observed orientations about the symmetric orientation. The same can be said about the distribution of asymmetric tilt boundaries found in the compression sample. Compared with the tension sample, there is an even broader range of orientations permitted in the [2110] zone. The separation between the (0111) and (0113) orientations is 30°and the breadth of the distribution of possible boundary planes observed in the compression sample extends beyond this 30°range.
It is worth considering the possibility that the source of the difference in the interface plane distribution for the 86°/[2110] boundary in the tension and compression samples is created by the data processing rather than characteristics of the samples. The (0111) with (0113) planes are separated by 30°and this is much larger than the resolution of the techniques. The boundary distributions are computed with resolutions of 5°in misorientation space and 7°in the boundary orientation space, both significantly smaller than 30°. The distributions were computed at higher resolution (3°for misorientation and 5°for boundary orientation) and this led to stronger maxima at the (0111) with (0113) positions and a deeper local minimum at the (0112) position. A second factor that plays a role is the reconstruction of the microstructures in three-dimensions is the meshing used to construct the interfaces. However, the voxel size of the data is exactly the same and identical procedures and parameters were used for the reconstruction and meshing of the microstructures. Therefore, the difference in the boundary plane orientations is not the result of data processing. Furthermore, if one carefully looks at the shapes of the boundaries with the 86°misorientations in Fig. 3b and d (the red ones), they appear similar to one another with respect to their smoothness and curvature. Finally, the boundary plane distributions were also calculated using a separate set of codes (outside Dream.3D) that classify the boundary planes in discrete bins and have been described previously [33] [34] [35] . These codes yielded the same results. Based on this, we conclude the differences in the boundary plane orientations are a characteristic of the samples, not the analysis methods.
The observation of asymmetric boundary planes has received some attention in the past, but these reports were based on two-dimensional observations and no attempts were made to measure the distribution [21, 22, 24, 37, 38] . For example, in transmission electron microscopy studies of 86°/[1210] twins, significant deviations from the ideal boundary plane have been reported [21, 22] . Similarly, Ostapovets et al. [38] showed, based on two-dimensional line traces of twins in Co, that much of the boundary trace was not consistent with {1012} boundary planes and Liu et al. [37] and Wu et al. [24] both reported on "twinlike" boundaries with the 86°/[1210] disorientation, but without a mirror plane. Deviations from the ideal plane can be accommodated microscopically by so-called "basal||prismatic" (BP) facets; these are sections of the interface where the (0001) and (1010) planes are parallel. Note that the (0001) and (1010) planes are not exactly parallel at the 86°m isorientation, so the lattice has to be strained to make them parallel. Hence, the so-called BP facet is a defect that involves strain. Paidar et al. [39, 40] have shown that BP facets are relatively low energy boundary defects that alter the orientation of the interface. Such segments are especially important for the growth of the twin [38, 41] . However, BP facets can also result from plastic deformation. It has been shown by simulation that BP facets can form when dislocations intersect the twin boundary [42] [43] [44] . If dislocations are gliding on the basal plane in a grain with twins, they will eventually intersect the {1012} twin boundary. Each time this happens, a BP facet is incorporated into the interface and the interface orientation changes. The BP facets in twin boundaries are nm-scale features; El Kadiri et al. [44] report that the most stable length of the BP facet is roughly 10 times the interatomic spacing. Therefore, if these defects accommodate the deviations from the ideal (1012) orientation, we would not resolve them as individual defects, but as an asymmetric boundary orientation.
The observed difference in the habit planes of the twins in the two samples appears to be related to the proliferation of intersecting twins in the sample deformed in tension. This creates roughly planar intervariant boundaries at the ends of the plate-shaped twin that make it possible for the larger facets of the plate to be parallel and close to the ideal (1012) orientation (as in Fig. 7 ). In the sample deformed in compression, however, there is one dominant twin variant and, therefore, few intersections. In fact, the intervariant boundaries have a relative area smaller than expected in a random distribution (see Fig. 2b ). Because of this, these twins tend to be wedge shaped, with two non-parallel lateral surfaces, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . Instead of random high index planes, the habit planes are low index pyramidal planes with the (0111) with (0113) orientations. Far from the leading edge, the interfaces may be closer to the (1012) orientation, but when all the interfaces within the sample are considered, it is the asymmetric (0111) with (0113) orientations that dominate the crystal habit of the twins in the sample deformed in compression.
In summary, we think there are two factors that contribute to the differences in the twin habit planes in the compression and tension samples. The first is that in compression, fewer twin variants are activated and as a result there are fewer intersections. This allows the twins in the compression sample to adopt wedge shapes; these non-parallel lateral boundary planes cannot have the symmetric {0112} orientation. On the other hand, when there are many intersecting twins, as in the tension sample, and the twins are bound on some sides by intervariant boundaries, they form shapes more like parallelepipeds which permit parallel symmetric boundaries on the lateral sides. A second contributing factor to the difference in shape of the twins formed in compression and tension is the interaction of the twins with basal dislocations. Because fewer twin variants are activated in compression, there must be additional dislocation activity to accommodate the strain.
When basal dislocations intersect twins, they create interface defects that reorient the boundary to an asymmetric configuration [42] [43] [44] . The extent to which these two proposed mechanism contribute to the asymmetric twin boundary formation will be the subject of future research.
Conclusion
The microstructures of Mg alloy AZ31B that have been loaded in compression and in tension have been compared. The dominant planar defect introduced by the deformation of both specimens is a boundary with an 86°rotation about [2110] . For the sample deformed in tension, this is the well-known extension twin with symmetric {0112} interface planes. Intervariant boundaries between these twins tend to terminate on low index pyramidal {1211} and {0111} planes. However, for the sample deformed in compression, fewer variants are created. In this case, the dominant habit planes for the interface with an 86°rotation about [2110] are (0111) with (0113), which form the faces on wedge shaped twins. The difference between the habit planes of the twins in the tension and compression samples are caused by the intersections of multiple variants. When there are many intersections, the twins are more plate-shaped and are bounded by two large, parallel, (0112) planes. When there are fewer intersections, the twins are wedge-shaped and are bounded by the (0111) with (0113) planes.
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